Hopf maps from S"_ 1 to gP"/4_1); and h: S15->S8 with fiber S7 (an example is the Hopf map). Let /: M" -> R" be defined by the natural map from M" to the quotient space obtained by identifying the image of h to a point.
Real analytic examples.
Of the maps in §2, (i) and (ii) are real analytic, as is the map in (iii) if M" is a real analytic manifold. The map in (iv) is a special case of the maps in (vi), when h: S -► RP . If, in (vi) , h is selected to be a differentiable map with maximal rank, then the mapping cylinder of h can be made into a differentiable manifold, and the resulting map / will be differentiable except possibly at the points in B,.
By [3, p. 95, (3. 3)] / can be followed by a homeomorphism so that the composition of the two maps is differentiable. ing map onto V -fix), which implies that f\U is topologically equivalent to an example from §2 (ii). If ß^ is not a single point, then either f\U -B is a homeomorphism, or g\U -B is a homeomorphism and h is topologically equivalent to an example from §2 (ii). Thus we may confine our attention to situations in which dim Bk < n, n > 2, and f\U is a monotone map (when 72 = 2 and B is not a single point, we will show that the monotone map g must be topologically equivalent to the example in §2 (iv), and thus f\U is topologically equivalent to the example in §2 ((iv) or (v))). If n 4 A or 5, then n -k -1 = 0, the fiber is S , and ß is homotopically equivalent to RP" '1, or by [l, p. 353, (5.1) ]: the fiber Sn~k~l is S , S3 or S7; if the fiber is S1, Bk is homotopically equivalent to CPn/2~l; if the fiber is S7, ß (in our situation) must be S , and thus, dW = S15
(see the argument in [5, p. 64, (2.7)]). If the fiber is S3, the Gysin sequence implies that 72 must be divisible by 4. Choose U and V so that U = W, V' = /(W). Then /¡(i is topologically equivalent to one of the examples in §2.
